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YES, YOU CAN MAKE BEET-CURED LOX AT HOME
BY JAMIE FELDMAR
In the olden days, lox was made only with the belly of a salmon. It was cured with salt and
perhaps a bit of sugar, and that’s it. But as lox has evolved, so too has its flavor, which today
might include everything from orange zest and ginger peel to pastrami spices and brown sugar.
One of the more eye-catching lox variants to hit New York City in recent years can be found at
Black Seed Bagels. Baker Dianna Daoheung developed a recipe for a beet-and horseradish lox
that’s become something of a signature. The fish is stained a deep ruby-red, and when thinly
sliced, nearly melts into the bakery’s wood-fired bagels. It’s beautiful to behold, and, most
importantly, delicious to eat. It’s also easy to make at home.
Now, let’s take a moment to discuss terminology. Lox is sometimes referred to as cured salmon,
meaning it’s covered in salt and seasonings to draw out moisture, but not actually cooked or
smoked. Lox is rich, silky, and borderline-translucent when thinly sliced; and today it’s made
more often from a salmon fillet than belly. Lox is not smoked salmon. Smoked salmon is also
cured but then either cold- or hot-smoked. Gravlax is lox, Scandinavian-style, cured with less
salt and more herbs like dill and juniper, plus alcohol for good measure. Nova is cold-smoked
salmon from Nova Scotia. Got that? We could go on, but those are the basics, so let’s move
along to how to make lox.
“Making beet-cured lox is an extremely easy process,” says Daoheung, even for the curing
neophyte. The hardest part of the whole thing is, arguably, waiting three to four days for the
cure to complete. The basic cure for a 11⁄2 pound piece of fresh salmon is 1 cup of kosher salt
mixed with 1⁄4 cup of granulated sugar. “We keep it simple, but you could add peppercorn,
mustard seeds, or caraway seeds here if you’d like,” Daoheung says.
She pats the salmon dry and coats both sides of the fillet heavily with the salt-sugar mixture.
Salt has been used for centuries as a preservation technique, inhibiting the growth of spoilagecausing microbes by absorbing water. In other words, so long as you’re using high-quality
salmon to begin with, there’s little to worry about in the lox-making process; while the fish isn’t
technically cooked, when properly cured it’s safe to eat “raw.”
From there, Daoheung smothers the salmon with a few cups of grated raw beets and a cup of
grated fresh horseradish root. “The beets are really more for color than flavor, but the
horseradish gives you that great earthiness,” she says. “You could also add ginger root, lemon
zest, or orange zest here if you’re into experimenting.” From there, the salmon is topped with
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fresh dill fronds, then placed in the refrigerator for three to four days to cure. After the second
day, Daoheung will remove the salmon and rinse the cure and beet-horseradish mixture off,
then re-coat the fillet with a second batch for extra color, though this step isn’t necessary for
home cooks.
After three days, begin to check the firmness of the salmon, which will indicate its doneness. It
should spring back gently when you touch it (too hard and the salmon is overcured; too soft
and you probably need to leave it in for another 12 to 24 hours). Toss any leftover cure or
veggies and give the salmon a final rinse before serving. Slice it very thin from a high angle to
show off your handiwork and the salmon’s beautiful jewel-toned hues.
Beet-Cured Lox
1 1⁄2 pounds skin-on salmon fillet (ideally, a thick center-cut)
1 cup kosher salt
1⁄4 cup granulated sugar
3 3⁄4 cups grated beet (from about 3 medium beets)
1 cup grated fresh horseradish
1 bunch dill
1. Lay out a piece of plastic wrap approximately 3 times longer than the salmon. Place the
salmon, skin-side down, on top of the plastic.
2. In a small mixing bowl, combine the salt and sugar. Using your hands, rub the salt mixture
across all sides of the salmon, evenly coating every part of its surface with a thick layer of salt.
3. In a small mixing bowl, combine the grated beet and grated horseradish. Generously coat all
sides of the salmon with an even layer of beet mixture.
4. Scatter a handful of fresh dill fronds across the top of the salmon. Cover salmon loosely with
plastic wrap and place in the refrigerator. After 3 days, check for doneness, and cure for an
additional day if necessary.
5. When salmon is fully cured, rinse excess cure and pat dry. Slice very thinly, from a high angle
with a very sharp knife, and serve with bagels, cream cheese, and sliced vegetables.
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